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Summary 

 

The following paper is a technical report, including summaries of results of a recently published paper 

from Pierre Ackerman’s research team. The summary includes a brief introduction, methods section 

and a discussion or conclusion section. However, the summary mostly focus on the results. 

This technical report provides a summary on the work of Roland Wenhold, Pierre Ackerman, Simon 

Ackerman, and Kayla Gagliardi assessing the skill development of mechanised softwood saw timber 

cut-to-length harvester operators. The study area was located on the Highveld of South Africa. 
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Skills development of mechanised softwood sawtimber cut-to-length harvester operators 

on the Highveld of South Africa 

 
Roland Wenhold, Pierre Ackerman, Simon Ackerman, Kayla Gagliardi  

1 Introduction 

The costs related to companies not selecting an appropriate operator with the skills to work 

productively and ability to adapt techniques to become safer and more productive are significant (Kirk 

et al.1997). This is supported by numerous studies that have shown that a machine operator is the 

most significant source of variation influencing harvester productivity (Purfürst 2007; Hogg et al. 2010, 

2011; Purfürst & Erler 2011, Palander et al. 2012;  Häggström 2015). By being able to formally select 

harvester machine operators according to their psychometric and cognitive skills, companies could 

reduce unproductive downtimes, repair times, and machine maintenance costs (Kirk et al. 1997). In 

addition, a consistent and competent operator will achieve a more consistent flow of wood (Kirk et al. 

1997). Heavy workloads will cause an operator to become stressed as soon as the demand exceeds 

their ability to produce (Häggström 2015). Therefore, operators should not only be formally selected 

according to the required inherent intelligence, skills, and personality, but also trained in a controlled 

environment with simulator training to reduce the stress of the workload and potentially increase the 

operator’s psychometric skills.  

 
In this study, a South African pine saw-timber mechanised cut-to-length harvesting operation was 

analysed with the main objective of describing and modelling productivity development learning 

curves of beginner operators in both clear-felling and thinning operations. Results obtained should be 

helpful in managing fully mechanised operations that are associated with large capital expenditures 

and that therefore need operators to produce timber effectively and efficiently in the shortest possible 

time; i.e. shortening the so-called “learning curve”. By being able to track operators’ performance over 

time, from their initial selection to being fully operational, an understanding of this productivity 

learning curve is facilitated. This insight will aim to furthermore uncover which factors (cognitive and 

others) contribute to the success of operators and may be invaluable to the South African forestry 

industry. 

 
2 Methodology  

 
Trainee operators were selected based on the results of an assortment of psychometric testing and 

subsequently completed several harvester simulator tests. All eight selected harvester operators (four 

thinning and four clear-felling operators) completed two repetitive simulator tests before being able 
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to move on to in-field machine training. Depending on the required end-level performance (defined 

by the simulator trainer), each of the tests were repeated for a different number of days.  

 
To compare simulator test results, each operator’s relative performance level (PL) was calculated by 

dividing the time from each observed test result (Tobs) by the population’s mean time per test (PTmean) 

(Equation 1). In this study, “population” refers to the group of trainees, and “PL” is expressed as a unit-

less rating relative to the population. As the trainees gained experience and improved on the 

simulator, their Tobs would be reduced, resulting in an increased PL that would also improve relative 

to the PTmean. A PL of 1 would be reached once the operator could complete the test in the same 

number of minutes as the population’s mean time. To be able to graphically demonstrate how the 

reduction in time required per test produced the shape of the learning curve, an inverse calculation 

was made for each performance, resulting in negative PL values. Since the range of the PL data was 

between -2 to 0, a vertical transformation factor of +2 was added to the equation to shift the values 

above the axis while still maintaining the correct interpretation of the learning curve that if a trainee 

reduces his Tobs, his overall PL will increase.   

  

𝑃𝐿 = − ( 
𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠

 𝑃𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 
) + 2       (1)                                       

 
Where:   PL  =  performance level 

Tobs  = observed time per test (minutes) 

PTmean  =  population’s mean time per test (minutes) 

 
The evaluation of the PLs for Test 1 and Test 2 were then used to describe the simulator learning 

curves for thinning and clear-felling operators. After each operator completed their simulator training, 

reaching a certain level of performance (decided by the external simulator instructor), they moved on 

to “on-machine-training” in-field. The candidates  were exposed to 12 months of in-field harvester 

machine work, as it is assumed that this is a sufficient time frame for an operator to be classified as 

experienced (Purfürst and Erler 2011). Individual tree data of the 152 640 trees felled and processed 

over the 12 month period of the study were extracted from the .stm files retrieved from the on-board 

computing systems of each harvester and used for analysing the development of each operator’s 

learning curve.  

 
Two methods of learning curve calculations were used to explain how operators increase their 

productivity as a function of volume over time and to compare operators’ performance.   

The first method, Operator productivity learning curve (I), was used to demonstrate how an operator’s 

productivity increased over time as a logarithmic function of tree volume. Individual operator learning 
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curves were developed using a logarithmic regression model of productivity (m3·PMH5
-1) as a 

logarithmic function of tree volume, characterized by months for the complete 12-month period. A 

learning curve for each operator was then developed for each month from the output of the 12 

logarithmic regression models to enable an understanding of how each operator’s productivity 

increased as a function of tree volume per month. 

 

The second method, Operator performance learning curve (II) was used to test the effect of simulator 

training on the performance increase of an operator with regards to productivity. From the logarithmic 

transposed regression models for the 12 work months it was possible to calculate the monthly 

productivity of each operator at mean tree volumes. Furthermore, by dividing the monthly calculated 

observed productivity (Pobs) with the population’s mean productivity (PPmean) over the 12 work 

months, the relative productivity PL for each operator could be used to compare and discuss the 

learning curves (Equation 2). A PL of 1 would be obtained once the operator could achieve the same 

level of productivity as the population’s mean. 

 

𝑃𝐿 = ( 
𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑠

𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
 )       (2)                                       

 
Where:   PL  =  performance level 

Pobs  =  observed productivity (m3·PMH5
-1) 

PPmean =  population’s mean productivity (m3·PMH5
-1) 

 
3 Results  

 

On average, a trainee operator would start at a performance level (PL) of 60% lower than the 

population’s mean test time per test (PTmean) and end with a PL of 22% higher than the PTmean. 

Furthermore, when the PL of an average simulator trainee was measured over a period of 8.4 days or 

25.2 tests (three tests per day), the operator’s PL was improved by 200% (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Summary of all operators’ average test time performance results 

Test time       

Operation Test PL start 
Days to 

PL = 1 
PL end 

Days to 

end PL 
PL Max 

Thinning Test 1 0.3 7.8 1.2 13.8 1.3 

Thinning Test 2 0.4 6.5 1.2 9.2 1.3 
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Each operator's regressed learning curve was graphed for the purpose of productivity increase analysis 

over different tree volume classes. By calculating the percentage increase in productivity from the 

start and end productivity values for each tree volume, it was possible to compare between tree sizes 

as well as between operators. Table 2 was constructed using the learning curves of each operator to 

summarise the average increases in productivity at average tree volume of each trainee. 

 
Table 2: Summary of each thinning and clear-fell trainee operator’s productivity progression 

averages for 12 months across all tree volume (m3) classes measured 

 

Each operator’s relative performance increase was constructed and compared over time at the 

respective mean tree volume harvested throughout the thinning or clear-fell operations (Figures 1-2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clear-fell Test 1 0.5 5 1.3 6.2 1.3 

Clear-fell Test 2 0.4 3.6 1.2 4.2 1.3 

Overall  0.4 5.7 1.2 8.4 1.3 

Increase in productivity per volume class per operator 

Thinning 

Operator 
0.2 m3 0.6 m3 1 m3 1.4 m3 1.8 m3 

Overall 

Average 

Overall increase 

in productivity 

1 150% 220% 204% 236% 
 

203% 207% 

2 250% 100% 114% 127% 94% 137% 119% 

3 150% 87.5% 76% 92% 100% 101% 95% 

4 220% 100% 126.7% 112% 122% 136% 123% 

Average 193% 127% 130% 142% 105%   

Clear-fell 

operator 
0.2 m3 0.8 m3 1.4 m3 2 m3  

Overall 

Average 

Overall increase 

in productivity 

5 150% 212.5% 183% 204%  187% 193% 

7 60% 36% 32.8% 41.1%  42.% 38.6% 

Average 105% 124% 108% 123%    
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Figure 1: Thinning operators’ relative performance increase (learning curve II) over time at mean 

tree volume of 0.18 m3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 2: Clear-fell operators’ relative performance increase (learning curve II) over time at mean 

tree volume of 0.54 m3 

 
4 Discussion and conclusion 

 
An average trainee would increase his performance by 200% with regards to his start PL over a period 

of 8.4 days of efficient simulator training (Table 1), which answers the question of what is an 

acceptable simulator training duration before operators move to the machine. These results are 

similar to the findings of Purfürst (2010) who found that beginner operators working in-field on a 

harvester machine started at a PL of 44% below the  PTmean and increased their performance by 200% 

on average.  

 
On average, a thinning operator who is formally selected and undergoes sufficient simulator training 

to efficiently operate a harvester machine would reach the end of the learning phase within 6–12 

months, with nine months being the average time. The two clear-fell operators who were formally 

selected and underwent sufficient simulator training to efficiently operate a harvester machine 

reached the end of their learning curve after five and eight months. Of the six harvester operators that 

revealed a learning curve, three operators more than doubled their productivity performance (Table 

2). Operator No. 7’s performance increased the least (38.6%) as he started at a very high PL compared 

to the PPmean and did not have much to gain over the course of the training period.  

From Figure 1, in-field thinning operators worked with an average tree size of 0.18 m3 during the 12-

month period, where they started at a productivity of 13.71 m3·PMH5
-1 (month 1) and managed to 

increase their productivity at month 12 to 38.96 m3·PMH5
-1 (mean = of 28.8 m3·PMH5

-1 overall). From 

Figure 2, clear-fell operators working with an average tree size of 0.54 m3 during the 12-month period 

starting at a productivity of 27.56 m3·PMH5
-1 (month 1) and managed to increase their productivity at 

month 12 to 43.75 m3·PMH5
-1 (mean = of 41.9 m3·PMH5

-1 overall). These findings answer the question 

of what is acceptable productivity ranges within particular operational and structural parameters in 
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South Africa and fall within the array of values reported by several other researchers ranging from 

13.5 m3·PMH5
-1 to 60.5 m3·PMH5

-1 under various harvesting conditions (Kellog and Bettinger 1994; 

McNeel and Rutherford 1994; Tufts 1997; Jiroušek et al. 2007; Alam et al. 2014; Eriksson and Lindroos 

2014; Martin 2016; Williams and Ackerman 2016). Furthermore, these beginner harvester operators 

managed to work at a greater mean productivity with smaller mean tree sizes compared to the 

operators in the studies mentioned above. This could be as a result of structured operator selection, 

simulator training, in-field machine training and support the operators had during the course of this 

study.  

 
On average, a thinning operator would increase their performance by 218% while a clear-fell operator 

would increase theirs by 104%. The findings for thinning and clear-fell operations are similar to the 

findings of Purfürst (2010) and Purfürst and Erler (2011) (200% increase) and higher for both 

operations when compared to the findings of Heinimann (2001) (50% increase). 

 
The findings of this study could be used by a harvester contractor or company to identify whether 

their operations are functioning at acceptable PLs, provided that the conditions are similar to those 

found in this study. This would then allow for more accurate project costing and overall improved 

efficiency.  
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